We propose a novel method for automatic reasoning on knowledge graphs based on debate dynamics. The main idea is to frame the task of triple classification as a debate game between two reinforcement learning agents which extract arguments -paths in the knowledge graph -with the goal to promote the fact being true (thesis) or the fact being false (antithesis), respectively. Based on these arguments, a binary classifier, called the judge, decides whether the fact is true or false. The two agents can be considered as sparse, adversarial feature generators that present interpretable evidence for either the thesis or the antithesis. In contrast to other black-box methods, the arguments allow users to get an understanding of the decision of the judge. Since the focus of this work is to create an explainable method that maintains a competitive predictive accuracy, we benchmark our method on the triple classification and link prediction task. Thereby, we find that our method outperforms several baselines on the benchmark datasets FB15k-237, WN18RR, and Hetionet. We also conduct a survey and find that the extracted arguments are informative for users.
Introduction
A large variety of information about the real world can be expressed in terms of entities and their relations. Knowledge graphs (KGs) store facts about the world in terms of triples (s, p, o) , where s (subject) and o (object) correspond to nodes in the graph and p (predicate) denotes the edge type connecting both. The nodes in the KG represent entities of the real world and predicates describe relations between pairs of entities.
KGs are useful for various artificial intelligence (AI) tasks in different fields such as named entity disambiguation in natural language processing (Han and Zhao 2010) , visual relation detection (Baier, Ma, and Tresp 2017) , or collaborative filtering (Hildebrandt et al. 2019) . Examples of large-size KGs include Freebase (Bollacker et al. 2008 ) and YAGO (Suchanek, Kasneci, and Weikum 2007) . In particular, the Google Knowledge Graph (Singhal 2012 ) is a well-known example of a comprehensive KG with more than 18 billion facts, used in search, question answering, and various NLP tasks. One major issue, however, is that most real-world KGs are incomplete (i.e., true facts are missing) or contain false facts. Machine learning algorithms designed to address this problem try to infer missing triples or detect false facts based on observed connectivity patterns. Moreover, many tasks such as question answering or collaborative filtering can be formulated in terms of predicting new links in a KG (e.g., (Lukovnikov et al. 2017) , (Hildebrandt et al. 2018) ). Most machine learning approaches for reasoning on KGs embed both entities and predicates into low dimensional vector spaces. A score for the plausibility of a triple can then be computed based on these embeddings. Common to most embeddingbased methods is their black-box nature since it is hidden to the user what contributed to this score. This lack of transparency constitutes a potential limitation when it comes to deploying KGs in real world settings. Explainability in the machine learning community has recently gained attention; in many countries laws that require explainable algorithms have been put in place (Goodman and Flaxman 2017). Additionally, in contrast to one-way black-box configurations, comprehensible machine learning methods enable the construction of systems where both machines and users interact and influence each other.
Most explainable AI approaches can be roughly categorized into two groups: Post-hoc interpretability and integrated transparency (Došilović, Brčić, and Hlupić 2018) . While posthoc interpretability aims to explain the outcome of an already trained black-box model (e.g., via layer-wise relevance propagation (Montavon et al. 2017)), integrated transparency-based methods either employ internal explanation mechanisms or are naturally explainable due to low model complexity (e.g., linear models). Since low complexity and prediction accuracy are often conflicting objectives, there is typically a trade off between performance and explainability. The goal of this work is to design a KG reasoning method with integrated transparency that does not sacrifice performance while also allowing a human-in-the-loop.
In this paper we introduce R2D2 (Reveal Relations using Debate Dynamics), a novel method for triple classification based on reinforcement learning. Inspired by the concept outlined in (Irving, Christiano, and Amodei 2018) to increase AI safety via debates, we model the task of triple classification as a debate between two agents, each presenting arguments either in favor of the thesis (the triple is true) or the antithe-sis (the triple is false). Based on these arguments, a binary classifier, called the judge, decides whether the fact is true or false. As opposed to most methods based on representation learning, the arguments can be displayed to users such that they can trace back the classification of the judge and potentially overrule the decision or request additional arguments. Hence, the integrated transparency mechanism of R2D2 is not based on low complexity components, but rather on the automatic extraction of interpretable features. While deep learning made manual feature engineering to great extends redundant, this advantage came at the cost of producing results that are difficult to interpret. Our work is an attempt to close the circle by employing deep learning techniques to automatically select sparse, interpretable features. The major contributions of this work are as follows.
• To the best of our knowledge, R2D2 constitutes the first model based on debate dynamics for reasoning on KGs. • We benchmark R2D2 with respect to triple classification on the datasets FB15k-237 and WN18RR. Our findings show that R2D2 outperforms all baseline methods with respect to the accuracy, the PR AUC, and the ROC AUC, while being more interpretable. • To demonstrate that R2D2 can in principle be employed for KG completion, we also evaluate its link prediction performance on a subset of FB15k-237. To include a real world task, we employ R2D2 on Hetionet for finding genedisease associations and new target diseases for drugs. R2D2 either outperforms or keeps up with the performance of all baseline methods on both datasets with respect to standard measures such as the MRR, the mean rank, and hits@k, for k = 3, 10. • We conduct a survey where respondents take the role of the judge classifying the truthfulness of statements solely based on the extracted arguments. Based on a majority vote, we find that nine out of ten statements are classified correctly and that for each statement the classification of the respondents agrees with the decision of R2D2's judge.
These findings indicate that the arguments of R2D2 are informative and the judge is aligned with human intuition.
This paper is organized as follows. We briefly review KGs and the related literature in the next section. Section 3 describes the methodology of R2D2. Section 4 details an experimental study on the benchmark datasets FB15k-237, WN18RR, and Hetionet. In particular, we compare R2D2 with various methods from the literature and describes the findings of our survey. In Section 5 the quality of the arguments and future works are discussed. We conclude in Section 6.
Background and Related Work
In this section we provide a brief introduction to KGs in a formal setting and review the most relevant related work. Figure 1 : The agents debate whether Michael Jordan is a professional basketball player. While agent 1 extracts arguments from the KG supporting the thesis that the fact is true (green), agent 2 argues that it is false (red). Based on the arguments the judge decides that Michael Jordan is a professional basketball player. φ(s, p, o) = 1 (i.e., a KG is a collection of true facts). However, in case a triple is not contained in KG, it does not imply that the corresponding fact is false but rather unknown (open world assumption). Since most KGs that are currently in use are incomplete in the sense that they do not contain all true triples or they actually contain false facts, many canonical machine learning tasks are related to KG reasoning. KG reasoning can be roughly categorized according to the following two tasks: first, inference of missing triples (KG completion or link prediction), and second, predicting the truth value of triples (triple classification). While different formulations of these tasks are typically found in the literature (e.g., the completion task may involve predicting either subject or object entities as well as relations between a pair of entities), we employ the following definitions throughout this work. Definition 1 (Triple Classification and KG completion). Given a triple (s, p, o) ∈ E × R × E, triple classification is concerned with predicting the truth value φ(s, p, o). KG completion is the task to rank object entities o ∈ E by their likelihood to form a true triple together with a given subjectpredicate-pair (s, p) ∈ E × R. 1 Many machine learning methods for KGs can be trained to operate in both settings. For example, a triple classifier of the form f : E × R × E → [0, 1] with f (s, p, o) ≈ φ(s, p, o), induces a completion method given by f (s, p, ·) : E → [0, 1], where function values for different object entities can be used to produce a ranking. While the architecture of R2D2 is designed for triple classification, we demonstrate that it can in principle also work in the KG completion setting. The performance on both tasks is reported in Section 4.
Representation learning is an effective and popular technique underlying many KG refinement methods. The basic idea is to project both entities and relations into a low dimensional vector space. Then the likelihood of triples is modelled as a functional on the embedding spaces. Popular completion methods based on representation learning include the translational embedding methods TransE (Bordes et al. 2013) and TransR (Lin et al. 2015) as well as the factorization approaches RESCAL (Nickel, Tresp, and Kriegel 2011), DistMult (Yang et al. 2015) , ComplEx (Trouillon et al. 2016), and SimplE (Kazemi and Poole 2018) . Path-based reasoning methods follow a different philosophy. For instance, the Path-Ranking Algorithm (PRA) proposed in (Lao, Mitchell, and Cohen 2011) uses for inference a combination of weighted random walks through the graph. In (Xiong, Hoang, and Wang 2017) the reinforcement learning based path searching approach called DeepPath was proposed, where an agent picks relational paths between entity pairs. Recently, and more related to our work, the multi-hop reasoning method MINERVA was proposed in (Das et al. 2018) . The basic idea in that paper is to display the query subject and predicate to the agents and let them perform a policy guided walk to the correct object entity. The paths that MINERVA produces also lead to some degree of explainability. However, we find that only actively mining arguments for the thesis and the antithesis, thus exposing both sides of a debate, allow users to make a well-informed decision. Mining evidence for both positions can also be considered as adversarial feature generation, making the classifier (judge) robust towards contradictory evidence or corrupted data.
Our Method
We formulate the task of triple classification in terms of a debate between two opposing agents. Thereby, a query triple corresponds to the statement on which the debate is centered. The agents proceed by mining paths on the KG that serve as evidence for the thesis or the antithesis. More precisely, they traverse the graph sequentially and select the next hop based on a policy that takes past transitions and the query triple into account. The transitions are added to the current path, extending the argument. All paths are processed by a binary classifier called the judge that attempts to distinguish between true and false triples based on the arguments provided by the agents. Figure 1 shows an exemplary debate. The main steps of a debate can be summarized as follows: 1. A query triple around which the debate is centered is presented to both agents. 2. The two agents take turns extracting paths from the KG that serve as arguments for the thesis and the antithesis. 3. The judge processes the arguments along with the query triple and estimates the truth value of the query triple.
While the parameters of the judge are fitted in a supervised fashion, both agents are trained to navigate through the graph using reinforcement learning. Generalizing the formal framework presented in (Das et al. 2018) , the agents' learning tasks are modelled via the fixed horizon decision processes outlined below.
States The fully observable state space S for each agent is given by E 2 × R × E. Intuitively, we want the state to encode the location of exploration e (i) t (i.e., the current location) of agent i ∈ {1, 2} at time t and the query triple q = (s q , p q , o q ). Thus, a state S
Actions The set of possible actions for agent i from a state S
It consists of all outgoing edges from the node e (i) t and the corresponding target nodes. More formally,
the action that agent i performed at time t. We include self-loops for each node such that the agent can stay at the current node.
Environments The environments evolve deterministically by updating the state according to the agents' actions (i.e., by changing the agents' locations), whereby the query fact remains the same. Formally, the transition function of agent i at time t is given by δ
Policies We denote the history of agent i up to time t with the tuple H
The agents encode their histories via LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997)
where a
corresponds to the vector space embedding of the previous action (or the zero vector for at time t = 0) with r (i) t−1 and e (i) t denoting the embeddings of the relation and the target entity into R d , respectively.
∈ R 3d encodes the query triple for agent i. Both entity and relation embeddings are specific for each agent and learned in the debate process during training. Note that expanding the state space definitions with the histories leads to a Markov decision processes.
The history-dependent action distribution of each agent is given by Figure 2 : The overall architecture of R2D2; the two agents extract arguments from the KG. Along with the query relation and the query object, these arguments are processed by the judge who classifies whether the query is true or false.
where the rows of A
( 3) Equations (1) and (2) define a mapping from the space of histories to the space of distribution over all admissible actions, thus inducing a policy π θ (i) , where θ (i) denotes the set of all trainable parameters in Equations (1) and (2).
Debate Dynamics In a first step, the query triple q = (s q , p q , o q ) with truth value φ(q) ∈ {0, 1} is presented to both agents. Agent 1 argues that the fact is true, while agent 2 argues that it is false. Similar to most formal debates, we consider a fixed number of rounds N ∈ N. In every round n = 1, 2, . . . , N , the agents start graph traversals with fixed length T ∈ N from the subject node of the query s q . The judge observes the paths of the agents and predicts the truth value of the triple. Agent 1 starts the game generating a sequence of length T consisting of states and actions according to Equations (1 -3). Then agent 2 proceeds by producing a similar sequence starting from s q . Algorithm 1 contains a pseudocode of R2D2 at inference time.
To ease the notation we have enumerated all actions consecutively and dropped the superscripts that indicate which agent performs the action. Then the sequence corresponding to the n-th argument of agent i is given by
where we used the reindexingñ(i, T ) := (2(n−1)+i−1)T . The sequence of all arguments is denoted by
The Judge The role of the judge in R2D2 is twofold: First, the judge is a binary classifier that tries to distinguish between true and false facts. Second, the judge also evaluates the quality of the arguments extracted by the agents and assigns rewards to them. Thus, the judge also acts as a critic, teaching the agents to produce meaningful arguments. The judge processes each argument together with the query individually by a feed forward neural network f : R 2(T +1)d → R d , sums the output for each argument up and processes the resulting sum by a binary classifier. More concretely, after processing each argument individually, the judge produces a representation according to
where a J t = r J t , e J t ∈ R 2d denotes the judge's embedding for the action A t and q J = r J p , e J o ∈ R 2d encodes the query predicate and the query object. Note that the query subject is not revealed to the judge because we want the judge to base its decisions solely on the agents' actions rather than on the embedding of the query subject. After processing all arguments in τ , the debate is terminated and the judge scores the query triple q with t τ ∈ (0, 1) according to
where W ∈ R d×d and w ∈ R d denote the trainable parameters of the classifier and σ(·) denotes the sigmoid activation function. We also experimented with more complex architectures where the judge processes each argument in τ via a recurrent neural network. However, we found that both the classification performance and the quality of the arguments suffered.
The objective function of the judge for a single query q is given by the cross-entropy loss
Hence, during training, we aim to minimize the overall loss given by
where T denotes the set of training triples. To prevent overfitting, an additional L 2 -penalization term with strength λ ∈ R ≥0 on the parameters of the judge is added to Equation (10). An overview of the overall architecture of R2D2 is depicted in Figure 2 .
Rewards In order to generate feedback for the agents, the judge also processes each argument τ (i) n individually and produces a score according to
where both the neural network f as well as the linear weights vector w correspond to the definitions given in the previous paragraph. Thus, t (i) n corresponds to the classification score of q solely based on the n-th argument of agent i. Since agent 1 argues for the thesis and agent 2 for the antithesis, the rewards are given by
Intuitively speaking, this means that the agents receive high rewards whenever they extract an argument that is considered by judge as strong evidence for their position Reward Maximization and Training Scheme We employ REINFORCE (Williams 1992) to maximize the expected cumulative reward of the agents given by
Thus, the agents' maximization problems are given by arg max
where KG + is the set of training triples that contain in addition to observed triples in KG also unobserved triples. The rationale is as follows: As KGs only contain true facts, sampling queries from KG would create a dataset without negative labels. Therefore it is common to create corrupted triples that are constructed from correct triples (s, p, o) by replacing the object with an entityõ to create a false triple (s, p,õ) / ∈ KG (see (Bordes et al. 2013) ). Rather than creating any kind of corrupt triples, we generate a set of plausible but false triples. More concretely, for each (s, p, o) ∈ KG we generate one triple (s, p,õ) / ∈ KG with the constraint thatõ appears in the database as the object with respect to the relation p. More formally, we denote the set of corrupted triples with KG C := {(s, p,õ) | (s, p,õ) / ∈ KG, ∃s : (s, p,õ) ∈ KG} . Then the set of training triples T is contained in KG + := Triples  FB15k-237 14,541  237  310,116  WN18RR  40,943  11  93,003  Hetionet  47,031  24 2,250,197 KG ∪ KG C . The underlying rationale for working with plausible but false facts is that we do not waste resources on triples that break implicit type-constrains. Since this heuristic only needs to be computed once and filters out triples that could easily be discarded by a type-checker, we can focus on the prediction of facts that present more of a challenge.
Dataset

Entities Relations
During training the first expectation in Equation (14) is substituted with the empirical average over the training set. The second expectation is approximated by the empirical average over multiple rollouts. We also employ a moving average baseline to reduce the variance. Further, we use entropy regularization with parameter β ∈ R ≥0 to enforce exploration.
In order to address the problem that the agents require a trained judge to obtain meaningful reward signals, we freeze the weights of the agents for the first episodes of the training. The rationale is that training the judge does not necessarily rely on the agents being perfectly aligned with their actual goals. For example, even if the agents do not extract arguments that correspond to their position, they can still provide useful features that the judge learns to exploit. After the initial training phase, where we only fit the parameters of the judge, we employ an alternating training scheme where we either train the judge or the agents.
Experiments
Datasets We measure the performance of R2D2 with respect to the triple classification and the KG completion task on the benchmark datasets FB15k-237 (Toutanova et al. 2015) and WN18RR (Dettmers et al. 2018) . To test R2D2 on a real world task we also consider Hetionet (Himmelstein and Baranzini 2015), a large scale, heterogeneous graph encoding information about chemical compounds, diseases, genes, and molecular functions. We employ R2D2 for detecting genedisease associations and finding new target diseases for drugs, two tasks of high practical relevance in the biomedical domain (see (Himmelstein and Baranzini 2015) ). The statistics of all datasets are given in Table 1 .
Metrics and Evaluation Scheme
As outlined in Section 2, triple classification aims to decide whether a query triple (s q , p q , o q ) is true or false. Hence, it is a binary classification task. For each method we set a threshold δ obtained by maximizing the accuracies on the validation set. That means, for a given query triple (s q , p q , o q ), if its score (e.g., given by Equation (8) for R2D2) is larger than δ, the triple will be classified as true, otherwise as false. Since most KGs do not contain facts that are labeled as false, one needs to sample negative triples. We have generated a set of negative triples: For each observed triple in the validation and test set we create a false but plausible fact (see Section 3). 2 We report the accuracy, the PR AUC, and ROC AUC for all methods. Since R2D2 is a stochastic classifier, we can produce multiple rollouts of the same query at inference time and average the resulting classification scores to lower the variance.
Even though the purpose of R2D2 is triple classification, one can turn it into a KG completion method as follows:
We consider a range of object entities each producing a different classification score t τ given by Equation (8). Since t τ can be interpreted as a measure for the plausibility of a triple, we use the classification scores to produce a ranking. More concretely, we rank each correct triple in the test set against all plausible but false triples (see Section 3). Since this procedure is computational expensive during training (one needs to run multiple debates per training triple to produce a ranking), we select the following relations for training and testing purposes: For FB15k-237 we follow (Socher et al. 2013 ) and consider the relations 'profession', 'nationality', 'ethnicity', and 'religion'. Following (Himmelstein and Baranzini 2015) and (Himmelstein et al. 2017), the relations 'gene_associated_with_disease' and 'compound_treats_disease' are considered for Hetionet. We report the mean rank of the correct entity, the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), as well as Hits@k for k = 1, 3, 10 -the percentage of test triples where the correct entity is ranked in the top k.
In order to find the most suitable set of hyperparameters for all considered methods, we perform cross-validations. Thereby the canonical splits of the datasets into a training, validation, and test set are used. In particular, we ensured that triples that are assigned to the validation or test set (and their respective inverse relations) are not included in the KG during training. The results on the test set of all methods are reported based on the hyperparameters that showed the best performance (based on the highest accuracy for triple classification and the the highest MRR for link prediction) on the validation set. We considered the following hyperparameter ranges for R2D2: The number of latent dimensions d for the embeddings is chosen from the range {32, 64, 128}. The number of LSTM layers for the agents is chosen from {1, 2, 3}. The the number of layers in the MLP for the judge is tuned in the range {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. β was chosen from {0.02, 0.05, 0.1}. The length of each argument T was tuned in the range {1, 2, 3} and the number of debate rounds N was set to 3. Moreover, the L 2 -regularization strength λ is set to 0.02. Furthermore, the number of rollouts during training is given by 20 and 50 (triple classification) or 100 (KG completion) at test time. The loss of the judge and the rewards of the agents were optimized using Adam with learning rate given 10 −4 . The best hyperparameter are reported in the supplementary material.
All experiments were conducted on a machine with 48 CPU cores and 96 GB RAM. Training R2D2 on either dataset takes at most 4 hour. Testing takes about 1-2 hours depending on the dataset.
Dataset
FB15k-237 WN18RR 
Results
Triple Classification We compare the performance of R2D2 on the triple classifications task against DistMult, Com-plEx, TransE, TransR, and SimplE. The results are displayed in Table 2 . On FB15k-237, R2D2 outperforms all baselines with respect to the accuracy, the PR AUC, and the ROC AUC. However, on WN18RR the performance of R2D2 is dominated by the factorization methods ComplEx and DistMult by a significant margin. We conjecture that this is due to the sparsity in the dataset. As a remedy we employ pretrained embeddings from TransE that are fixed during training. 3 We denote the resulting method with R2D2 + and find that it outperforms all other methods with respect to the PR AUC and ROC AUC on WN18RR. We also test R2D2 + on FB15k-237 and find that it improves the results of R2D2 by only a small margin. This is expected since FB15k-237 is not as sparse as WN18RR.
KG completion Next to the baselines used for triple classification we also employ the path based link prediction method MINERVA. Note that it is not possible to compute a fair mean rank for MINERVA, since it does not produce a complete ranking of all candidate objects. Table 3 displays the results on the completion task for all methods under consideration on FB15k-237 and Hetionet (subsets; see above). R2D2 outperforms all other methods on FB15k-237 with respect to all metrics but Hits@10. However, the performance of MIN-ERVA is almost on par. Moreover, R2D2 outperforms all baselines on Hetionet with respect to the MRR, the mean rank, Hits@3, and Hits@10. While MINERVA exhibits the best performance with respect to Hits@1, R2D2 yields significantly better results with respect to all other metrics.
Survey To asses whether the arguments are informative for users in an objective setting, we conducted a survey where respondents take the role of the judge making a classification decision based on the agents' arguments. More concretely, we set up an online quiz consisting of ten rounds. Each round is centered around a query (with masked subject) sampled from the test set of FB15k-237 (KG completion). Along with the query statement we present the users six arguments extracted by the agents in randomized order. Based on these arguments the respondents are supposed to judge whether the statement 3 We choose TransE embeddings due to the simple functional relations between entities. These can be easily exploited by R2D2. is true or false. In addition, we asked the respondents to rate their confidence in each round.
Based on 44 participants (109 invitations were sent) we find that the overall accuracy of the respondents' classifications was 81.8%. Moreover, based on a majority vote (i.e., classification based on the majority of respondents) nine out of ten questions were classified correctly indicating that humans are approximately on par with the performance of the automated judge. Further, the statement where the majority of respondents was wrong corresponds to the only query that was also misclassified by the judge. In this round the participants were supposed to decide whether a person has the religion Methodism. It is hard to answer this question correctly because the person at hand is Margaret Thatcher who had two different religions over her lifetime: Methodism and the Church of England. The fact that the majority of respondents and the judge agree in all rounds indicates that the judge is aligned with human intuition and that the arguments are informative. Moreover, we found that when users assigned a high confidence score to their decision ('rather certain' or 'absolutely certain') the overall accuracy of their classification was 89%. The accuracy dropped to 68.4% when users assigned a low confidence score ('rather uncertain' or 'absolutely uncertain') . The complete survey along with the a detailed evaluation is reported in the supplementary material.
Discussion and Future Works
We examined the quality of the extracted paths manually and typically found reasonable arguments, but quite often also arguments that do not make intuitive sense. We conjecture that one reason for that is that agents often have difficulties finding meaningful evidence if they are arguing for the false position. Moreover, for many arguments, most of the relevant information is already contained in the first step of the agents and later transitions often contain seemingly irrelevant information. This phenomenon might be due to the fact that the judge ignores later transitions and agents do not receive meaningful rewards. Further, relevant information about the neighborhood of entities can be encoded in the embeddings of entities. While the judge has access to this information through the training process, it remains hidden to users. For example, when arguing that Nelson Mandela was an actor (see Table 4 ) the argument of agent 1 requires the user to know that Naomi Campbell and Leonardo Di-Caprio are actors (which is encoded in FB15k-237). Then this argument serves as evidence that Nelson Mandela was Table 4 : Two example debates generated by R2D2: While agent 1 argues that the query is true and agent 2 argues that it is false.
also an actor since people tend to have friends that share their profession (social homophily). However, without this context information it is not intuitively clear why this is a reasonable argument.
To examine the interplay between the agents and the judge, we consider a setting where we train R2D2 with two agents, but neglect the arguments of one agent during testing. This should lead to a biased outcome in favor of the agent whose arguments are considered by the judge. We test this setting on FB15k-237 and find that when we consider only the arguments of agent 1, the number of positive predictions increases by 18.8%. In contrast, when we only consider agent 2, the number positive predictions drops by 70.2%. This result shows that the debate dynamics are functioning as intended and that the agents learn to extract arguments that the judge considers as evidence for their respective position.
While the results of the survey are encouraging, we plan to develop variants of R2D2 that improve the quality of the arguments and conduct a large scale experimental study that also includes other baselines in a controlled setting. Moreover, we plan to discuss fairness and responsibility considerations. In that regard, (Nickel et al. 2015) stress that when applying statistical methods to incomplete KGs the results are likely to be affected by biases in the data generating process and should be interpreted accordingly. Otherwise, blindly following these predictions can strengthen the bias. While the judge in our method also exploits skews in the data, the arguments can help to identify these biases and potentially exclude problematic arguments from the decision.
Conclusion
We proposed R2D2, a new approach for KG reasoning based on a debate game between two opposing reinforcement learning agents. The agents search the KG for arguments that convince a binary classifier of their position. Thereby, they act as sparse, adversarial feature generators. Since the classifier (judge) bases its decision solely on mined arguments, R2D2 is more interpretable than other baseline methods. Our experiments showed that R2D2 outperforms all baselines in the triple classification setting with respect to all metrics on the benchmark datasets WN18RR and FB15k-237. Moreover, we demonstrated that R2D2 can in principle operate in the KG completion setting. We found that R2D2 has competitive performance compared to all baselines on a subset of FB15k-237 and Hetionet. Furthermore, the results of our survey indicate that the arguments are informative and that the judge is aligned with human intuition.
Supplementary Material
Hyperparameters for R2D2
The number of the latent dimensions d for the embeddings is chosen from the range {32, 64, 128}. The number of LSTM layers for the agents is chosen among {1, 2, 3}. The the number of layers in the MLP for the judge is tuned from {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. β was chosen among {0.02, 0.05, 0.1}. The length of each argument T was tuned from the range {1, 2, 3} and the number of debate rounds N was set to 3. Moreover, the L 2 -regularization strength λ is set to 0.02. Furthermore, the number of rollouts during training is given by 20 and 50 at test time. The loss of the judge and the rewards of the agents were optimized using Adam with learning rate given 10 −4 . The best hyperparameter are reported in Table 1 
Hyperparameters for the embedding based baseline methods
TransE : The number of the latent dimensions is chosen from the range {32, 64, 128, 256}. Moreover, the margin γ for the loss is tuned from the range {0.1, 1, 2}. Furthermore, the number of negative triples is fixed to 1. We employed AdaGrad with learning rate 0.01 to fit the model. 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 # negative triples 10 10 10 10 among {1, 2, 3}. The entropy regularizer β was chosen among {0.01, 0.1} and the L 2 -regularization strength λ is set to 0.02. The maximal path length was tuned from the range {2, 3}. For Hetionet, we also considered path lengths 4 and 5. Furthermore, the number of rollouts during training is given by 20 and a beam width of 100 was employed during testing. The loss of the judge and the rewards of the agents were optimized using Adam with learning rate given 0.001. The best hyperparameter are reported in 
Survey
Below we included the online survey (see Section 4 of the paper) followed by an evaluation of every round based on 45 participants (109 invitations were sent). In order not to bias the respondents, we did not inform them about the type of project that we have been working on. Further, all statements and facts are generated and permuted at random and no post-processing was applied. Automatically filtering arguments, ranking them according to their score, and displaying the arguments in a structured way (e.g., matching them to the agents) leads to a clearer outcome. However, in order to create an objective setting, we did not consider any such steps.
AI Quiz
We are a group of researchers and engineers working on an interactive question answering tool. First, we want to thank you for supporting our work! We realize how precious your time is. That's why we made sure this quiz will take at most 10 minutes.
* Required
Instruction
You will participate in a quiz consisting of ten rounds. Each round is centered around a statement about an anonymized celebrity (think of a random person from Wikipedia). The statement can be either true or false.
Along with the statement we show you six facts. Based on these facts your task is to judge whether the statement is true or false. While some facts may be informative, others contain useless information. Don't worry if you feel that you cannot make an informed decision: Guessing is part of this game!
Additional Remarks
We also ask you to rate your confidence of each evaluation.
Please don't look for external information (e.g., Google, Wikipedia) or talk to other respondents about the quiz unless you need vocabulary clarifications or basic definitions Note that all statements and facts are accumulated over time. Thus, seemingly conflicting statements and facts can be true (e.g., people can in principle have multiple nationalities, religions, etc.).
You can leave comments for us at the end of this quiz.
Statement: Person 1 has female gender.
Fact 1: Person 1 was nominated for an award for the Best Female Lead. Joan Allen was also nominated for an award for the Best Female Lead.
Fact 2: Person 1 was nominated for the Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy Series. Malcom is the Middle was also nominated for the Primetime Emmy Award for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy Series.
Fact 3: Person 1 was nominated for an award together with Teri Hatcher.
Fact 4: Person 1 was nominated for an award together with Teri Hatcher. Teri Hatcher dated Ryan Seacrest.
Fact 5: Person 1 performed in the film Magnolia. Henry Gibson also performed in the film Magnolia.
Fact 6: Person 1 was nominated for an Oscar for the Best Actress. Sandra Bullock was also nominated for an Oscar for the Best Actress.
Evaluation 1 * Mark only one oval.
The statement is true.
The statement is false. 
Statement: Person 6 has religion Methodism.
Remark: Methodism is a group of Protestant Christianity.
Fact 1: Person 6 held the government position Prime Minister. Vietnam also has the government position Prime Minister.
Fact 2: Person 6 has the profession scientist. Stephen Hawkins is also a scientist.
Fact 3: Person 6 was influenced by Friedrich Hayek.
Fact 4: Person 6 has the religion Church of England.
Fact 5: Person 6 has ethnicity caucasian. The ethnicity caucasian is a risk factor for testicular cancer.
Fact 6: Person 6 held a government position in the United Kingdom. The United Kingdom is a release region of the film X-Men: First Class.
Evaluation 6 *
Mark only one oval.
The statement is false.
12. How confident are you about evaluation 6? * Mark only one oval.
I am absolutely certain.
I am rather certain.
I am rather uncertain.
I am absolutely uncertain (random guess).
Statement: Person 7 has nationality Austrian Empire.
Fact 1: Person 7 has the profession hairdresser. The film The World Is Not Enough has the crew role hairdresser.
Fact 2: Person 7 is burried at the Golders Green Crematorium.
Fact 3: Person 7 died in Sunderland.
Fact 4: Person 7 has nationality England. Timothy Spall also has nationality England.
Fact 5: Person 7 died in Sunderland. Sunderland is located in the United Kingdom Fact 6: Person 7 has nationality South Africa. South Africa is a release region for the film Men in Black 3.
Evaluation 7 *
14.
How confident are you about evaluation 7? * Mark only one oval.
Statement: Person 8 has ethnicity Armenian.
Fact 1: Person 8 is friend of Michael Jackson. Michael Jackson was nominated for a Grammy Award for Best Male R&B Vocal Performance.
Fact 2: Person 8 graduated from the Professional Children's School. John Spencer also graduated from the Professional Children's School.
Fact 3: Person 8 won the MTV Movie Award for Best Kiss. Annette Bening also won the MTV Movie Award for Best Kiss.
Fact 4: Person 8 was nominated for an award for the Worst Actor. The film Jack and Jill was also nominated in the category Worst Actor.
Fact 5: Person 8 is friend of Michael Jackson. Michael Jackson has the profession songwriter.
Fact 6: Person 8 performed in the film Home Alone. The film Home Alone has the release region Singapur.
Evaluation 8 * Mark only one oval.
16. How confident are you about evaluation 8? * Mark only one oval.
Statement: Person 9 has female gender.
Fact 1: Person 9 is an artist of the genre Pop. Daddy Yankee is also an artist of the genre Pop.
Fact 2: Person 9 is an artist of the genre Country Pop. The Nitty Gritty Dirt Band is an artist group of the genre Country Pop.
Fact 3: Person 9 is an artist with the record label Atlantic Records. John Lee Hooker is also an artist with the record label Atlantic Records.
Fact 4: Person 9 won an award for the Best Male Country Vocal Performance. Best Male Country Vocal Performance was an award category at the 52nd Annual Grammy Awards.
Fact 5: Person 9 was nominated for a Grammy Award for the Best Male Pop Vocal Performance . Barry Manilow won a Grammy Award for the Best Male Pop Vocal Performance.
Fact 6: Person 9 has the profession composer. Miles Davis also has the profession composer.
17. Evaluation 9 * Mark only one oval.
18. How confident are you about evaluation 9? * Mark only one oval.
Statement: Person 10 has the profession author.
Fact 1: Person 10 was nominated for an award for The Goodbye Girl. The Goodbye Girl was also nominated for the British Academy Film Award for the best actress.
Fact 2: Person 10 graduated from DeWitt Clinton High School. The headquarter of DeWitt Clinton High School is located in the Bronx.
Fact 3: Person 10 has the profession songwriter. Lorenz Hart has also the profession songwriter.
Fact 4: Person 10 was nominated for a Golden Globe for the Best Screenplay. A Man for All Seasons won a Golden Globe for the Best Screenplay.
Fact 5: Person 10 was nominated for the Oscar for the Best Original Screenplay. Lost in Translation won the Oscar for the Best Original Screenplay.
Fact 6: Person 10 has the profession dramaturg. Nikolái Gógol is also a dramaturg.
19. Evaluation 10 * Mark only one oval.
20. How confident are you about evaluation 10? * Mark only one oval.
Thank you for the support!
If you want to be informed about the results of this survey and receive more details about our research you can enter your email adress below.
Further, you can also leave a comment on this quiz (e.g., suggestions, flaws, etc.). 1  True  2  False  3  True  4  True  5  False  6  True  7 False 8
Round Truth Value
False 9
False 10 True 
